
Great Idea to Think Like a Founder  -  John Adams                                  

 “Posterity! You will never know how much it cost the present 

generation to preserve your freedom.  I hope you will make good use of it!" 

 

CD  Lesson #3  Declaration of Principles 

                                        

       Declaration of Independence 

 

Thomas Jefferson’s Declaration of True Principles 

 

1. The Declaration of Independence pronounced to the world that Nature's God 

___________________ people with the right to determine their own government. 

2. "We hold these _____________ to be ____________________________, that all 

men are ________________________     __________________________." 

3. All people are endowed by their _____________________ with certain unalienable 

___________,...  "life, _______________ and the pursuit of __________________." 

4. "That to secure these rights,   _________________________ are instituted among 

_______________, deriving their just ____________________ from the consent of   

the ___________________."    This clearly states that the government receives its 

rights from the _____________________ who receive them from the Creator. 

5. "When governments become destructive of these ends, it is the right of the 

_______________ to alter or to abolish it, and to institute _________ government." 

6. The signers of the Declaration were serious about liberty and united to pledge their 

______________ and fortunes and to seek protection of Divine Providence.    

 

 

 

 

 

“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 

political bands which have connected them with another,… to assume among the powers of 

the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God 

entitle them...they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation." 
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1. The Declaration of Independence pronounced to the world that Nature's God 

__entitle_____ people with the right to determine their own government. 

2. "We hold these ____truths____ to be ____self-evident_________________, that all 

men are ____created________     ______equal______________." 

3. All people are endowed by their ____Creator________ with certain unalienable 

___rights___,...  "life, _____liberty____ and the pursuit of ____happiness_____." 

4. "That to secure these rights,   _______governments___ are instituted among 

______men__,  deriving their just _____powers______ from the consent of   

the _________governed____."  This clearly states that the government receives its 

rights from the ____people________ who receive them from the Creator. 

5. "When governments become destructive of these ends, it is the right of the 

___people_______ to alter or to abolish it, and to institute __new___ government." 

6. The signers of the Declaration were serious about liberty and united to pledge their 

___lives______ and fortunes and to seek protection of Divine Providence.    

 

“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 

political bands which have connected them with another,… to assume among the powers of 

the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God 

entitle them...they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation." 
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